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IDC predicts that over 175ZB of data will be created by 
2025. That’s ten times more data generated than in 
2016. A lot of this data will be business critical, may 
even life critical. Meaning if it were corrupted, stolen 
or just not discovered and analysed properly, the 
impact would be varying degrees of detrimental. 

The trend of data consumption by 
individuals has drastically increased. 
As per Ofcom’s report, in 2018, 
average monthly data consumptions 
rate was 2.9GB per user/per month. 
But now increasingly users are 
looking towards unlimited data plans 
as they are exhausting their monthly 
average 30 gigs data pack before the 
month ends, which indicates the 
spike in consumption.  Global internet 
ecosystem claims that the users' data 
generation is directly proportionate to 
their data consumption. IDC predicts 
that over 175ZB of data will be 
created by 2025. That’s ten times 
more data generated than in 2016.  

Establishing an ethical data practices and developing technical 
ways of protecting sensitive data are two fundamental pillars to 
tackle the privacy challenges that we face. Ethics goes beyond the 
law in that it identifies moral issues, analyses the kind of society 
that is most conducive to leading a good life, and makes 
recommendations accordingly. In a sense, ethics is more 
ambitious. Good laws lead to an orderly communal life and to 
fairness in society. Ethics, done well, promotes the wellbeing of all. 
Once we have a sense of the ethics of privacy, we must come up 
with reliable ways of protecting privacy. 

 

 

One of the central ethical 
difficulties facing any data 
acquisition procedure is 
balancing the rights of 
data subjects against the 
potential benefit that data 
collection and analysis 
can offer. 
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Privacy is an organization 
wide issue   
As privacy deals with technology, it often gets dumped onto the 
laps of IT departments. After all, they’re the ones equipped to 
handle the security aspects of privacy. But privacy is about more 
than security. It’s about how you acquire, handle, store, share and 
use consumer information. It combines customer service, legal, 
marketing and IT. When privacy as a business objective is siloed, 
though, it often becomes mysterious, unactionable and non-
transparent. And it can stop being relevant to your organization. 

 

From massive data breaches to 
private data sales, consumers 

are extremely concerned about 
keeping personal information 

private and secure 
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Have data strategy to across your organisation to understand your 
data appetite as more data is not better always. No matter where 
it is being generated or collected in your business, more data can 
lead to problems like unruly data management, data breaches, and 
steep fines and fees. Adopting the right PIAs will become very 
important in the next few years, so an examination of one of the 
latest data privacy tools is important for all those who use and 
manage data. 

A Privacy Impact Assessment, or PIA, is an analysis of how 
personally identifiable information (PII) is collected, used, 
shared, and maintained across the organization and 
externally. 
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The way forward 

• Try to implement privacy protection to avoid hefty penalties 
and risk of losing valuable business relationships  

• Prevent breaches that hurt data subjects / individual’s 
thorough privacy protection ensuring strong security for 
personal data and all the associated activities involved with 
collecting, storing, processing, accessing, transmitting, 
sharing, and disposing of the data. 

• 46% of organizations suffered damage to their reputation and 
brand value because of a privacy breach. Organizations that 
explicitly make clear that protecting the privacy of their 
consumers is a primary goal and care about their consumers’ 
privacy, will build emotional connections to their brand and 
improve brand value. 

• Businesses that implement privacy protections, which provide 
controls back to user on their data will strengthen and grow 
their business, as they become preferred by consumers over 
their competitors which do not provide such controls. 

• Most organizations have established business ethics policies, 
or a code of ethics. Those ethics policies to be extended to 
cover the ethical aspect of personal data usage.  

 

 

Align your data strategy to meet your 
privacy requirements so they bring values 
to your business.  
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